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You really got me - Van Halen
Ray Davies (1978)

koorzang, gitaar: Bas van Gorsel
zang, bas: Frans de Meijer
koorzang, slagwerk: Antoin Kuster
gitaar: Course Flemming

Intro  (na 4 maten met bas & drum):
f< g<-g< f<-g< f< g<-g< f<-g<    f< g<-g< f<-g<    f< g<-g< f<-g<
f< g<-g< f<-g< f< g<-g< f<-g<    f< g<-g< f<-g<    f< g<-g< f<-g<

Couplet 1:
G<               G<                     G<                             G<
Girl, you really got me now, you got me so, I don't know what I'm doing
G<               G<                     G<                       G<
Girl, you really got me now, you got me so, I can't sleep at night
B=               B=                     B=                             B=
Girl, you really got me now, you got me so, I don't know where I'm going
   D<               D<                     D<
Oh yeah, you really got me now, you got me so, I can't sleep at night

Refrein 1:
    D<                 D<                 D<           C<
You really got me, you really got me, you really got me

Couplet 2:
G<                 G<                G<                  G<
Please, don't ever let me be, I only wanna be by your side
G<                 G<                G<                  G<
Please, don't ever let me be, I only wanna be by your side
B=               B=                     B=                             B=
Girl, you really got me now, you got me so, I don't know where I'm going
   D<               D<                     D<
Oh yeah, you really got me now, you got me so, I can't sleep at night

Refrein 2:
    D<                 D<                 D<           C<
You really got me, you really got me, you really got me,  oh no!

Solo: 
G< - G< - G< - G< -
G< - G< - G< - G< -

Tussenstuk (8 maten, alleen drums):
[n/c]
Oh, ah, ooh (etc.)
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Van Halen - You really got me
Couplet 3:
[n/c]
Girl, you really got me now
[n/c]
You got me so, I don't know what I'm doing
[n/c]
Girl, you really got me now
[n/c]
You got me so, I can't sleep at night
B=               B=                     B=                             B=
Girl, you really got me now, you got me so, I don't know where I'm going
   D<               D<                     D<
Oh yeah, you really got me now, you got me so, I can't sleep at night

Refrein 3:
    D<                 D<                 D<
You really got me, you really got me, you really got me

Coda:
D< D< D< D<
Oh! Oh! Oh!


